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  non-FIFA flash

10 Years ago, the NFB was constituted in the               the Pub "La Mort

Subite " (The Sudden Death ), in the center of               Brussels. 

Without money, but withe support of a lot of               Media and few 

passionates (all volunters), I impulsed a lot of energy to help and to give help in the 

foundation of new Football Associations (federations). From my pockets…

Time after time few big Fas after having observed us, finaly came in NFB. Like the strong

FA of Kurdistan. They supported NFB in the organization of the last VIVA World Cup 2012

in their country. They gave also a lot of money (we must thank again Mr Nechirvan 

BARZANI, the Prime Minister of Kurdistan Region). 

But, all the money destinated to help the participation of the Fas (for example, the FA of

Chagos, or Easter Island) were not spent. The former President deciding to spent this

money to his travels (including Östersund…) and a non legal website with his complices.

This illegal website was paid to one of their friend more than EUR 6300,00.

When I tried to ask them the details, they tried to get me out of NFB. Finaly I pushed them

to resignation. The pirates kept our documents, contacts, facebook official Group, and

photos, copying our own Status word per word. The pirates have no imagination !

we discovered later, a lot of interesting correspondances between them on their 

webmails. 

You know the suite of the story. We prepare the end of the pirates which had stolen us.

We are right and clean in the NFB. We have the support of lot of FAs to grow the VIVA 

World Cup tm. These last years we played 5 editions + 1 for Women. We obtain the 

support from UNO and from FIFA, because WE RESPECT THE RULES and deontology.

No fiesta for this birthday ! The NFB will continue in this way !

The NFB is the original ! He will accept other organization because the sun can shine 

to all. But never accept pirates and copyists.                             

Jean-Luc KIT, founder NFB.

New FA Labaj

Natives from Bajardo, an old village

and territory of the north Italia, near

the Principality of Seborga, contacted

NFB to play a first match. The FA

Labaj will host the FA Himalaya.

(Away)

        V/S

(Home)

(design flag Himalaya and kits by Gonzalo Esteban PARADA)



New FA Esmeraldas

Established since August of 2012,

the relation with NFB were stopped

by the hijacking of the webmail NFB.

This Region of Ecuador wrote us in

the goal of membership. Now our 

Liaison Officer NFB renew this very

interesting contact. 

(map by Wikipedia)

New North America & Arctic Confederation 

A meeting is schedulled in Québec on next January of 2014. 

The goal of this idea consists to found officially the next 

NF North America & ArcticConfederation.

Its very first mission will concern the situation regarding the 

official representative team allowed to be called "Quebec".

The NFB, like as for FIFA want only to recognize one Carlos 

national team and one Football Association per entity. RODRIGUEZ LAPIERRE

The NFB considers that the very official instance is the Liaison Officer NFB

the Federation de Soccer du Québec. Affiliated in the Canadian

Soccer Association. NFB could accept that the team (Club) "Les Québécois "

founded in 2012, represent officially Quebec, but only if this team receive 

the approbation (or no opposition) from the Federation de Soccer du 

Québec . Few other projects are also on the agenda, for example, the 

foundation of Football Associations for Iroquois and Hurons. This meeting

will be under the direction of our Liaison Officer in Québec Mr. Carlos 

RODRIGUEZ-LAPIERRE.

(on right, Iroquois & Hurons flags).

(design logo by fedefutbol.net)

New FA Khoisan

The Secretary General of the NFB had the surprise to

received few days ago the request of membership from

Khoisan Football Board (the FA representative for Khoisan

People. It was two days before the death of Mr. Nelson 

MANDELA. The Khoisan People was the ethny of the former 

President of South Africa. 

We, in this terrible moment, send to Khoisan People our

condolences.

(map by Wikipedia)

New FA Frisland (West Frisia)

The non-FIFA scene continues to advance

and we received few weeks ago a request

for the affiliation in NFB from West Frisia.

The Frisia counts few different 

subdivisions reparted on three 

countries (Nederland, Germany

and Denmark). The Frisian has 

their own languages and Culture.

Warmely welcome with us ! (map by Mickael BODLORE-PENLAEZ)



FA Free State Rijeka

The NFB received the official support from the FA of F.S. Rijeka. This FA

is one of our members which has never played at yet in international match. 

NFB could arrange this very first on versus the representative team of

Himalaya. The sponsor is ready and we hope the proposed date from FA 

of Free State Rijeka.

                (Left : national team FS Rijeka)

                (Up, JLK with the 

                staff FS Rijeka).

FA Saugeais

On top, the two team during the photo souvenir, and on left JLK with Mrs. Pourchet

Presidente of the Republic of Saugeais, and the official guard of frontiers. On left, 

Gian Marco SCHMID (President of the FA Rhetia, JLK, Captain of National team Rhetia, 

Mrs Presidente POURCHET and Yoland d'ORSANNE, Treasurer of NFB).
(photos by Claude VERDAN)   Match Republic of Saugeais-Rhetia (June 25th of 2013 = score 1-1).

After Rhetia, Vatican ?

     V/S           2014 ?

NFB received these last days these beautiful photos, and a request to help for playing an

official match versus Vatican. They could play in Roma. The Archbishop of Besançon will

Monseigneur LACRAMPE also support this project.  

    

(design logo by fedefutbol.net)



FA Skaneland

We enjoyed to see that the national 

squad of Skaneland founded by 

Keyo GHETTSON played its very

first international match versus 

Southern Schleswig (Danishes in. 

Germany) It was played in Skane

on last July 21st of 2013.                 (video by K. GHETTSON)

      VS    0-0

see the match on :

http://www.keyoghettson.com/2013/07/skaneland-southern-schleswig-video.html

FA Isle of Man

Pirates arrives on the Isle of Man, one of the mose ancien and venerable 

Football Association in the World !

After having hijacked NFB and Tamileelam FA, having create some real 

problems with Quebec, were the teams announced in the "World 

Championship" of Östersund, be constituted by false national teams ? If 

the pirates are the champions of the bad copies (because they cannot 

create or have authentics), they founded another FA in the Isle of Man.

When will they create another ones in Brazil and France, Germany ?

The Media and sponsors will appreciate : The IOM FA wrote :

"The Isle of Man Football Association (IOM FA) would like to make the 

following statement in relation to coverage in both the Manx newspapers 

and social media regarding the establishment of an organisation entitled 

Manx Independent Football Association (MIFA)". 

Read more on : http://www.isleofmanfa.com/news/2013/nov/iom-fa-statement

The NFB respects the Rules and support IOM FA.

FA Peuls

Here are the 

official details

of the 

FA Peule.

Logo And on right 

(design logo VFL.net) JLK meeting            Away

M.S. DIALLO

(President) in

Paris.     Home

Flag      (design flag and kits by Gonzalo Esteban PARADA)

Who are the Peuls ?

And where are they in Africa ?

There are around 35/ 40 Milions

in 12 countries of Africa. One of 

the most important Etnie of this

continent, arriving in NFB.

On the flag you can see the 8 

colours used on the 12 flags of 

the 12 countries where they live.

Symbol : their typic cow.

(map by Wikipedia)



FA CHECHNYA

Time to go back in Groznyï !

When the FA Chechnya was exiled in 2005 near Nice in South of France, it

was due the war. The headquarters of this FA was half destroyed by bombs

and it was decided in the partnership of the UNPO to move the FA here  

there. Now, the situation in Chechnya is quiet and the country is in a good

way of development. It's now time to be back home. 

1st match in The Hague (UNPO Cup) Versus Monaco (Cap d'Ail, France)

also exist in Table Football…

              Groznyï sounds like Dubaï

(design logo by fedefutbol.net)

          (photos by Wikipedia)

New FA Széklers

Since May of 2012, the NFB was in

relations with Szekely people, and 

step by step they build their own

FA from Transylvania's region of

Romania. Recently Peter and

Veronika Szilvassy met them in 

Budapest. This Hungarian 

minority in Romania will be with 

us soon.

(map by Wikipedia)

New FA Khalistan

A very first contact arrived to NFB

in June 2012. The FA is actualy

in way of registration with our

new Liaison Officer Mr Rand GILL.

The membership in NFB could be

right for 2014.

Khalistan is the country of the

Sikh People also called

Sikhistan.

(map by Wikipedia)



New FA Himalaya

A very new association is born ! 

From the top of the World, the

land of the famous "Yeti " !           (Away)

Welcome to the FA Himalaya on

the non-FIFA'scene. The NFB

arrange a first international match

versus another new opponent in

end of December : The FA Labaj

in the north of Italia.                    (Home)

(design logo by VFL.net) (design flag and kits by Gonzalo Esteban PARADA, map by Wikipedia)

New FA Orgulo Columbian

The native people of Columbia are

called "Orgullo Colombiano). They 

contacted NFB in June 2012 for an 

affiliation. We hope to count with 

them soon, to grow NFB and CSANF.

(map by Wikipedia)

New Micronations in recrudescence

Every month, more and more 

Micronations write us requesting

the process for membership for

their own FA in NFB.

Then, NFB is open to all and we

read attentively all the files. But,

in fact, and in general, we never

receive nothing after the very first       (maps by Wikipedia)

contact. It's rare when we obtain       Forvik

a phone number. 

Then, we recommand to contact the MFA which 

be founded in 2009 (Micronational Football

Association) for the micronational international

football of the World. The MFA succeding to the Leothuania          Southern Brazil

former FMF (Federation Micraise de Football).

Link to MFA :  http://micronationalfa.webs.com/

also : http://mw.micronation.org/wiki/Micronational_Football_Association

Since the beginning, we received Gulating (from Norway), Minerva (USA),

Leothuania (UK), UMMOA, Southern Brazil, Principality of Starica (USA), 

Antarctica, United Nations of Catan, Radiofrecuencia, City of London, 

Atlantium, Samgolia, Forvik…

Gulating        Antarctica        Minerva          Senya                UMMOA           Union of Catan   



(design logo by fedefutbol.net)

(design logo by VFL.net)

(design flag and kits by Gonzalo Esteban PARADA)

(map by Wikipedia)

(map by Mickael BODLORE-PENLAEZ)

(video by K.GHETTSON)










